




















weight doing all 50 in one shot, but after two months you should be at a resistance (85%) 
where you can only get the 50 reps by doing 15, 15, 10, 10. 
 
WINTER CONTINUED 
 
Gradually add weight and modify the way you break up the set for the safest results.  For you 
crankers, who are into the 80 to 100 reps/set, keep the load so that you never go above 15 or 
below 10 reps. 
 
Now the exercises: 

 Squats 
 Back extensions 
 Leg presses 
 Straight leg deadlifts 
 Seated or bench Rows 
 Abs 
 bbell rows 

 
ny exercises that compliment or counter can be added, but these must be done to cover the 

ll weight training should be done on a Monday, Wednesday, Friday or Tuesday, 

Dum

A
basic groups used in rowing. 
 
A
Thursday, Saturday schedule = 3 days / week 
 
So, winter training is done in order to: grow in strength (in a sport specific way), improve on 

   

technique in the boat or on the erg, and improve or maintain your aerobic base. 
 
 SPRING 
 

What if  we have a big race scheduled for the end of  July. The race is a 2 or 1 
Kilome How 

ontinue your “steady state” 
work an .T. 

e 

 20 minutes in duration @ 85% of  max heart rate. You do 3 
to 4 pie

rt 

ter event and all our efforts and hopes are riding on the outcome of  this race. 
do we get from the winter phase to the 2/1K racing mode? 

In March you should modify your training a little.  C
d weights, but drop a weight session on the Wed/Thursday and replace with an A

workout. A.T., aerobic threshold, training is done at an effort which your body begins using 
both the aerobic and anaerobic fuel systems. Unfortunately, anaerobic fuel has a byproduct, 
lactic acid, which your body can only remove at a certain rate. When lactic acid builds up in 
the muscle you experience aching and failure (ex.  weight lifting). Training at A.T. will help 
you have the “wind” in the body of  a race.  The third 500 meters of  a 2K is the place wher
a lack of  A. T. work will show. 

A.T. workouts are 15 to
ces with about 8 minutes rest between each in a workout. Stroke rates range from 26 

to 30 s/min depending on the size of  boat, fitness of  athlete(s), and technical level. A fit, 
technically smooth eight can do this level of  training, 85% HRMax, at 30 s/min easily. An 
unfit, rough looking eight might have trouble holding 26 s/min for 15 to 20min at that effo
level. 



SPRING CONTINUED 
 
In April and May the focus of  weight training changes. The resistance/ load should drop to 
65% while the reps/set goes up.  In these months only one weight training session will be 
done/week with only one set at each exercise.  The number of  reps per set should double.  
So, if  you were doing 2 x 50 reps, now you will be doing 1 x 100 reps. In stead of  getting 
through the set bit by bit (15, 15, 10, 10, etc.) try to get id done in one steady pacing.  The 
logic behind this change is that we need to try and maintain the muscle mass that we spent 
all winter developing.  If  you stopped weights all together, you would quickly lose the 
muscle. 
 
 Another change to the schedule would be the completion of two interval workouts 
in a week.  This is a step closer toward racing. Make sure you have a long one and a short 
one in each week i.e., Mon-weights, Tues-steady state, Wed-A.T., Thurs-steady state, Fri-I 
min on/1min off, and Sat-4 x 1500 meters.  One day a week, usually Sunday, should be taken 
off  or actively rested (hiking, biking, roller-blading, etc.). 
 

SUMMER 
 
 In June and July you need to continue to work of  May, but do more race 
simulation.  At the end of  July, there can be no doubts as to what you are capable of  in the 
race. This confidence will be easily achieved by making several mock races during these two 
months.  The crescendo will be a tapered (rested) build-up for your big race at the end of  
July. 
 
Here is how it might look: 
 The 1st half  of  June is like May, except you add small starts and sprints to all your 
interval workouts. 
 
 ½ way through the month, on a Saturday, you do a mock race warm-up and b last a 
piece equaling the July regatta distance.  Do not rest up for this one. 
 
Continue through the rest of  the month, just like the 1st half, but on the last week of  June do 
this mini-taper: 
 Mon-steady state, Tues-3/4 of  the full race distance, Wed-easy steady state, Thurs-
1/2 the race, Fri-just a race warm-up, and Sat- the race…. 
 
 You should repeat the first ½ of  June in July (with the mock race). The difference in 
the second part of  July will be how you approach the upcoming big race. 
 
 At lease, no less than, one week from your heat you must do a mock race. This piece 
will conclude your training. You should be at your lowest, energy-wise, when you do this 
piece. 
  
 



 Friday/Saturday’s weights should be cut in half, only one set instead of  two. This is 
to make sure you are not too burned up by the A.T. training. 
 
 Sat. /Sunday’s training should be interval work.  In March, this means several types 
of  workouts designed to simulate racing strokes over various distances/time intervals and at 
various cadences. 
 

ALL WORKOUTS ABOVE ‘STEADY STATE’ REQUIRE A WARM 
UP WHICH BRINGS YOU TO THE LEVEL AT WHICH YOU WILL 
BE WORKING!!!!!!! 
 

WARMING UP 
I recommend 5-10 min. at an easy paddle: Then 4 min @ 22, 3 min @ 24, 2 min @ 26, and 
1 min @ 28: Stop and stretch/hydrate: do 3 x 20 strokes @ 26, 28, and 30 paddling between 
each 20: if  the workout is at a higher level continue with 3-4 x 10 strokes @ 32, 34, 36/ 
whatever you need to feel ready.  On workouts that have starts, do some 1st stroke starts, 2nd, 
3rd, 1st five, 1st five-ten high and 1st five-ten high-ten @ base. 
 
Here are some interval workouts: 
 
 1 min. on/1 min. off  @ various rates (28 to 38) –do 2 to 4 sets making a total of  18 
to 30 pieces –rest 8 to 10 min between sets (depending on set length). 
 
 4 x 1500 meters (5-6 min) @ racing base rate -32 to 36 s/min depending on boat – 
rest 10 min between pieces. 
 
 3x {3x (2 min. on/1min. off)} @ racing base rate – 32 to 36s/min depending on 
boat – rest 10 min between each set of  three. 
 
 4 to 6 x 2K @ various rates -28, 30, 32, 34, 30s/min depending on boat raise or 
lower the rating scale by 2 s/min (e.g., 1x start @ 26s/min). 
 
 6x {6x (20s on/10s off)} @ increasing rates –go up in rating two strokes for each 
20s piece –e.g. 1st set 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34. start at 26/2nd set, 28/3rd, 24/4th, 26/5th, 28/6th. 
 
 6x 1000 meters (3-4 min) @ racing pace – 32 to 36 depending on boat –rest 6-8 min 
between pieces. 
 
The above work outs can be modified for your needs.  The basic structure is there. You will 
use these workouts all summer so learn them well. Try to mix them p and never do the same 
one twice in a week. 
 
 
 
 



 At this point your must maintain your speed, but get fully rested.  The remaining 
week/+ will be so easy that your body will rally rest up, but you will do a little race work, to 
stay in touch, every other day until your racing begins.  One week before, you will end your 
training with a race piece.  Then you will have the next day, Friday, off.  On the Saturday 
before your heat your will take an easy row to get the kinks out.  Sunday you will do another 
easy paddle and use this day to travel if  you are not already there.  Tuesday crank out a 500m 
or 2x 250m after a good warm-up. Wednesday’s just a race warm-up. Thursday light the 
candle as needed…. 
 
The above scenario can be modified to your needs and racing goals, but remember that 
building trough a month, raising the work load over 3-4 weeks, and then backing off  in the 
4th or 5th week can yield good training results and racing results.  If  timed correctly, cycling 
your training can prevent burnout and improve results.  Be warned, too much tapering for all 
your races will not give you the highest peak.  Only a couple of  races in a summer season 
should be treated this way.  For most races you should try to train through, like the mid June 
and July pieces that you see in the above schedule.  Use some races as a training tool.  You 
learn the most by racing; just make sure your training doesn’t suffer. 
 
 

FALL/HEAD RACES 
 
Going from summer to fall is easy. I like to focus on technique, weight maintenance, and 
both aerobic base and A.T. conditioning.  Here is a good schedule to follow for the head 
season: 
 
 Mon- steady stage 
 Tues- weights (like April/May) 
 Wed- steady state 
 Thurs- A.T. 
 Fri- steady state 
 Sat- mock head or real one 
 Sun- rest 
 
Remember to cycle your efforts over each month, taper for the big races, and lean to be 
technically economical.  Head race winners are the most aerobic and economic racers.  Use 
all the miles to get an effective efficient stroke. 
  
  



 

John Riley Weight Training Program 
 

Weight training should be done in a way that provides results for one goal. That goal should 
be making each stroke in a race stronger. If  one repetition of  an exercise done with 
maximum weight represents pure power (anaerobic exercise), and an infinite number of  
repetitions of  an exercise done with no weight represents pure endurance (aerobic exercise), 
then rowing a race for example 120 strokes/1 Kmeter, requires usage of  the muscles in a 
hybrid way. Racing requires not one stroke, yet not thousands. Anaerobic and aerobic muscle 
fiber development is needed. How can this be achieved? Not easily….. 
 
Your body is designed to adapt to the stresses that it must continually endure. If  you 
continually increase the stresses to your body, in adapting, you will grow. Braking the rowing 
motion into the basic body elements and stressing these elements in a way that is similar to 
racing, as long as the stress is increased over time, will make you stronger each stroke of  the 
race. 

Taking your body’s natural ability to adapt and applying that to an increasing stress 
similar to the frequency of  your racing will force your body to grow.   
 
 Note: This will only occur under conditions of  proper nutrition and rest. Your body 
must have ample protein and energy for tissue recovery and growth. You must not be 
putting your body through any other forms of  exercise outside of  “steady state” aerobic 
level work. Even if  you do your aerobic work between 65% and AT (aerobic threshold – 
85%) you will be working against your growing efforts. 
 
Based on the above view, these are some exercise with set/repetition frequencies. Always do 
them in this order with proper technique/form. Form and control of  the weight must be 
maintained in order to avoid injury. Consult your trainer or me for proper form and 
technique. 
 

• All exercises should be done twice (2 sets). 
• You should do both sets then move to the next exercise. 
• Resting should be about equal to the time needed to complete a set. 
• All exercises are to be done at 85% of  a max rep/exertion resistance setting. 

Max is equal to the resistance/load only one rep/exertion can be completed 
at. 

• All sets are to be at less than 50 reps/set. The younger and fitter you are the 
more reps/set. For example, a fit age 20 to 30 should be doing sets of  80 to 
100 reps/set. If  you are 30 to fewer than 50, try doing sets of  50 to 80 reps. If  
over 50, try no more than 50 reps/set. 

• Recovery is the key to set:rep volume. The older you are the more recovery 
time you will need. Lowering the rep volume is the trick. 

 
All Your weight training must be developed gradually 
 

The first month should be devoted to familiarization with the exercises, 
machines, and your correct technique/form.  Build up the resistance slowly in the 



 

first four weeks.  Sometimes I have started athletes off  with no weight.  For example, 
making a squat movement 50 times, with just your body’s weight, can be enough for 
some of  you seniors or first timers. 
 
Because of  the high reps/set @ 85% of  max, no one could ever do a set in an 
explosive manner from start to finish without pausing or pacing. So, do as many as 
you can without pacing (resting between exertions/reps), until you start to fail.  
Then put the bar on the rack and rest 15 to 25 seconds until you have your breath 
back. Get right back to the exercise and continue chipping away at the set, bit by bit. 
When you first start you may be at no weight doing all 50 in one shot, but after two 
months you should be at a resistance (-85%) where you can only get the 50 reps by 
doing 15,15,10,10. 
 
Gradually add weight and modify the way you break up the set for the safest results.  
For you crankers, who are into the 80 to 100 reps/set, keep the load so that you never 
go above 15 or below 10 reps. 
 
Now the exercisers: 
 
  Squats 
  Back extensions 
  Leg presses 
  Straight leg deadlifts 
  Seated or bench rows 
  Abs 
  Dumbell rows 
 
Any exercises that compliment or counter can be added, but these must be done to 
cover the basic groups used in rowing. 
 

All weight training should be done on a Monday, 
Wednesday, Friday or Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday 
schedule = 3days / week. 
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